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Details of Visit:

Author: mysteryman30
Location 2: Bayswater
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 24 May 2011 13H30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Invasian Asian Escorts London
Website: https://invasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07920156455

The Premises:

Perfectly adequate flat in busy part of Bayswater, had to wait a few long seconds outside whilst she
let me in but no one gave me a second look. Porn playing on the TV, small bathroom down the hall. 

The Lady:

I think Cherry is popular enough for guys to know what she looks like! Big fake tits on small Asian
frame, body built for sin!

The Story:

This was my second visit to Cherry, the first time around was a good few years ago when she was
with another establishment, and before her 'new' tits. I really wanted a more relaxed experience but
I should have known this was not too be when Cherry opened the door wearing next to nothing and
then leapt on me as soon as formalities were sorted out! Shared bath was mechanical rather than
sensuous, were as I see a shared bath as part of the whole experience Cherry no doubt sees it as a
prelude to the dirty sex that was to come.

Round 1 started in the bath at my prompting, those tits are really a thing of beauty on that small
frame and she certainly knew how to use them to get me hot and sweaty, and finished with her
kneeling in front of the mirror whilst I came copiously over her tits. A cleanup was followed by a brief
massage and chat whilst I regained my strength for round 2. Cherry has a zany sense of humour
and doesn't sit still for too long!

Round 2 started with Cherry expertly sucking the old fella back to life before putting on the rubber
and climbing aboard! She must love sex pure and simple as multiple positions followed, on the bed,
bent over the bed, on the sofa, bent over a chair, I felt as though no place was off limits. I eventually
finished by pounding her pussy for a good 10 minutes in mish with her legs over my shoulders
before cumming over her tits once again. I thought I had fucked her senseless but it was me that
was kackered after the exertion!

In short, she is a sex loving dirty girl that provides far more of a PSE than a GFE. If big fake tits on a
small tattood frame are your thing then I suggest arranging an appointment now!
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